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Zero-degree deck requires no slant
Patio decks are usually quickly laid. But creating an underlying construction often takes a long time and costs quite a lot. Depending on the
location and ground surface, you often need to plan in a slant of 1 to 2
percent, or even have to create a slant. This can cost you space which
can make it impossible to renovate an area by laying an extra surface.
Therefore we developed the SMART zero-degree deck which needs no
slant at all. It combines the water repellant characteristics of the wooden composite material with a cambered surface. The deck is curved
towards the middle, so that rain water or surface water during cleaning
processes can automatically drain through the gaps.
Light-weight with loadability
Because it has no grooves, SMART is not as high: Its thickness of 18mm
makes it the thinnest deck in our range, but it nevertheless still has the
advantages of a classic solid deck, despite its light weight: high stability, slip resistance and shape stability.
It is available in our popular colours brown, grey and anthracite, as well
as in the five NATURELINE edition shades that are very popular, thanks
to their individual, natural multi-colouredness.
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Characteristics
no patio slope necessary,
automatic water drainage
thanks to curvature
particularly low-maintenance,
non-slip and sure-footed,
effective deck thickness of
only 19 mm

Simple laying
Pay attention to the installation side, as the deck can only be laid on
one side! When laying, you must take care that the laying aid provided
in the parcel is used in any case. Depending on the locational situation
you will need ca. 2.5 to 3 metres of base profile and ca. 16 stainless steel
brackets with screws to lay one square metre. With this deck you cannot use a joint profile tube; you have to use our universal accessories
to lay the decks. You can find laying films on patio construction and
current information on our products on our website!
Good planning is everything
Use our patio planner to plan your favourite spot with our deck SMART.
Choose between different laying shapes and directions and use the
practial material list to implement your plans. You are also welcome to
ask for consultation directly from one of our partner retailers.

Format
Surface
Standard lengths
Special lengths
Requirements
Weight

Water-repellent surface

width ca. 140 mm, height ca. 19 mm
one-sided embossed, unbrushed
ca. 3 m / ca. 4 m / ca. 5 m / ca. 6 m
ca. 2 m bis ca. 13 m available at extra cost
1 sqm consists of ca. 7 m decks
ca. 2.7 kg / m
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